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About This Game

 Synopsis

You are detective  Hank Anderson , and you’ve just been transferred to another city to help solve a series of unusual crimes.
Upon arrival, you are greeted with a gory scene and a revelation of several instances of a deadly disease that turns people into
savage zombie-like husks. Upon closer inspection, it appears there’s more to all this, and peculiar events do not stop. It is up to

you now to solve this mystery and find out who or what has caused this.

During your investigation, you will have to make choices, find allies, and improve your abilities, for all this will affect how the
story shapes up. You will meet fascinating female characters throughout. What kind of relationship you forge with each one of

them is up to you, but be aware that your relationships with the ladies will impact the investigation one way or another.

 Features
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 A detective story with choice and consequence, set in a modern-day urban fantasy world.

 6 female characters to romance, all unique in some way, ranging from a sexy vampire to a cute elf!

 Build romantic or platonic relationships with the ladies in a variety of ways: dialogue options, sidequests, and even take
them out on dates.

 Choose to specialise in athletics, charisma, erudition, or mix and match those abilities to open up new ways of tackling
the missions.

 Your stance with each lady could affect the flow of events, their interactions with you and each other, as well as their
final fate.
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Loving this...

The sounds are really good although the ride is a bit trashy. Would be nice if there was a feature to raise\/lower\/scale the
drumkit as I was a little low in game and had to sit on several pillows to make some of the height up..

Other than that, really good!. Lovely, relaxing little hidden object game. It's pretty straightforward, a handful of areas that
expand as you look for more things to help the cute critters.. Are you ready for an Adventure Time game that DOESN'T suck?

Then this game for you.

It plays like a mix of Diablo, Toejam & Earl and Skylanders.

It's best played with a Joystick.. In Queen’s Quest you play the role of some lady. Maybe she has a name. I can’t remember and it
isn’t worth the ten seconds it would take to Google it so we’re just going to call her Princess Plop. Plop marries some guy and
has a baby, and also she’s some sort of royalty in some sort of fairytale kingdom. The baby gets nabbed, maybe by an evil wizard
or maybe by DCFS, I had already stopped caring by that point. The story here is just so egregiously boring it is hard to pay
attention for more than a couple of minutes at a time. It is such a stereotypical set up and predictable execution of a boring
concept, that I can only assume the writers were partnered with the big pillow industry with the specific goal of getting people to
sleep more. There is just no originality or cleverness to any aspect of the entire story, and it feels like the kind of thing a ten
year old wrote, and then immediately threw away because even at ten this was beneath their talent level. . It is all around just an
mind numbingly dull experience, and while I know picking on the story in a hidden object game is a lot like going to an
elementary school and spear tackling the kid eating paste, they need to at least be held to a higher standard than whatever this is.

This is another in the series of hidden objects games published by Artifex Mundi and it plays largely the same as their other
titles. The game is divided into five or so portions, each containing a handful of different screens to explore. You go from
screen to screen, picking up items and solving various puzzles and hidden object scenes from time to time. You also have a fairy
at your disposal for some reason the game developers apparently knew but never decided to share with us. You get it at the
beginning of the game and I sort of assumed it would talk to you along the way like a creepier, even more annoying version of
Navi. But, no, she just sort of chills in your back pocket most of the game eating all your loose jelly beans. There’s a handful of
times in the game where something is up high and your character goes “I CAN’T REACH IT IF ONLY I HAD SOMETHING
THAT COULD LIKE A FAIRY HINT HINT” and then you use your fairy and that’s it. It is basically just an occasional extra
step in the puzzle solving process, and this magical fairy with super powers basically serves the role of a medium sized stick.

The main aspect of the gameplay, other than “compulsive hoarder that keeps on picking up what they find on the street” is the
hidden object scenes. The scenes themselves are fairly standard sorts of things, the kind you’d expect from this genre. They
aren’t really that interesting to look at, and most of the items are easy enough to find right away. These might be suitable for
diehard enthusiasts of hidden object games, but there needs to be more creativity here to make these appealing to everyone else.

I will say this for Queen’s Quest - the puzzles here aren’t completely mindless like they were in the other games I’ve played by
Artifex Mundi. These still aren’t really on par with what you would expect for a puzzle game, still, but a handful of them
actually will require you to sit and think for a couple seconds. These still aren’t quite as challenging as they should be and there
were not enough in them to save the game, but for once there was actually some little part of the game I actually enjoyed.
Usually these games just like to slowly drag their nails across a chalkboard while it refuses to break eye contact with me, so
anything that isn’t totally awful is definitely worth noting.

Unfortunately, a lot of my complaints I’ve had about their past titles applies here as well. There aren’t enough hidden object
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scenes and the ones that are here get reused a couple of times in a blatant cost saving measure. There is too much needless
backtracking because you need to go back to these scenes to get some important item, but the game never really tells you when
or where so you just go back to every screen you can and hope you don’t waste too much time wandering around for the right
one. The voice acting is so atrocious that the game is best played on mute and the voice actors need to all be gathered up and
sent back in time to the 1800’s, a time where voice acting wasn’t a thing and they can’t hurt anyone else’s ears. And on and on it
goes. This is the same game Artifex Mundi always puts out, with minor changes here and there so they can hurk up another
monstrosity on the marketplace and con their audience into buying the same game they just bought three months ago.

Something slightly different worth mentioning is the art, which went from its usual level of boring to so bad it’s creepy. The
backdrops are fine, although they look like they were copy-pasted from the “generic fantasy background” asset pack . The
people though couldn’t be animated worse if they were trying. I don’t know what’s happening, but their skin doesn’t always seem
to be connecting to their face, and portions of it tend to move on its own like it is trying to escape their skull. When they talk, it
looks like they’re wearing a mask of human flesh, and moving that around with their hands to get the mouth to move. I have no
idea how much it cost for them to hire an animator for this game, but I am nearly positive the currency they used to pay them
with was goat’s blood.

Sadly, this was actually probably one of the better hidden object titles I’ve played by Artifex Mundi. Sure, the story is so bad I
think it was likely written by someone that had an actual grudge against the English language, and this game makes almost all of
the same mistakes every single other game published by Artifex Mundi makes, but at least the puzzles here are just a bit above
“can be solved by someone after their lobotomy” level of difficulty. I still can’t recommend this to most gamers, but if you’re a
huge fun of hidden object games and don’t mind terrible plots featuring weird potato humans, then you could certainly find
worse ones than Queen’s Quest: Tower of Darkness on the market. I’d know. I’ve played them.. Fun little platformer with a nice
physics engine, a nice combat and a very forgiving difficulty.
At the current price it's a must have for all.. Don\\'t waste your money this version is missing LOTS of features from Tower!
2011 most importantly voice commands. Maybe a few months down the roads after updates this will become as good as the
previous version. This is one of the few games I have refunded on Steam.. Revised: On sale for 50 cents. No updates but for 2
bits I'd say give it a go. Things have moved on and this title got no love so unless you can get real cheap I'd reccomend a pass.
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quot;Sir can we get out of this trench? They are never going to give up" "NO! WE STAY HERE AND BLOW THEM UP
ONLY!" "Ok Yeesh.". Toy soldiers played in a 360 battlefield.

If you've played the developers previous title, then you'll appreciate the level of detail they've managed to keep while adding a
ton of functionality. You'll also be aware of the movement practice of the majority of the units with the draw mechanic, which
has been added to with the standard point and click.

Personally being a RTS player of limited experience, i could appreciate the way they've simplified the infantry attack with the
central paths, and the way you're able to have other units follow and support the advance.

The control with the movement over the battlefield is fine with the option of either the grippers or the pad, though it can get a
little more difficult dragging yourself over in the heat of everything else with the pace of the game, something that wasn't so
much of an issue in the slow paced Brass tactics. There's a world scale that might help with that with more of an overview, but
i'm thinking perhaps some kind of quick snap option in a UI format in the field of view might help navigate.

Unit variety seemed rather basic, but i'm sure there's a potential army of suggestions incoming. Balance is obviously a priority
though as they've already balance patched, which shows commitment.

Considering they wouldn't have had budget of Brass Tactics, Final Assault delivers the same level of detail and functionality as
BT and is just as enjoyable. You can see where the money went with the story in BT, but you won't be short changed on the
game, it's on a level.

At £23.99 you'll expect them to add more in terms of units and player presence in customising, as of release with the launch
discount, it's well worth it..
战斗操作和关卡都不难，问题可能在于烛龙对3D制作没什么经验。剧情过场和人物动作显得僵硬，我对衣着风格也不是很喜欢。即时格斗也使得玩家的注意力从剧情转移到了战斗。话说...古
剑老玩家都是剧情党吧...

P.S. 能出古剑1的续作吗，~~o(>_<)o ~~. PROS:
Great art style
Simple gameplay but still very fun
Actual people who interact with eachother
Factions
Personality

CONS:
Kinda unfinished
Overflow of bugs (see in comments how many bugs)
People cannot interact with relics

SUGGESTIONS:
Add a map, with different islands. Make people fight for the islands. Also add a "peacefull" gamemode with no other vikings.
Make people interact with relics, like climbing the relics.
See people actually coming by boat to the island.
Please dont make the suggestions a DLC.

I would love the devs to reply, thanks.

Overall rating: 7/10

EDIT: if these bugs will be fixed i will give it 8/10.. honestly, starting out in this game is a lot smoother than starting out in
scholar of the first sin, but once you reach mid game you'll start to see the really unfair and\/or illogical enemy placements in
this game. its not bad but, i recommend you buy scholar of the first sin for a much better experience of an already hard game..
Epic puzzle game, have unique way.
Hard to understand and master, challenging game but it addictive also.
Game has high quality soundtracks.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME, the Steam version is for many people (myself included)
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completely broken and freezes/crashes at random for no reason. I highly recommend getting the GOG version, which works
without any problems for me and is apparently the only non broken version you can get online (wish I would've known that
earlier). Avoid this at all costs unless you want to risk wasting your money.

A small bugfix (v 1.02):
Heya all.

 Thank you loads for checking out the game and leaving feedback. Many of you even replayed it numerous times to check out
all the alternate paths, and that is really great to hear, so thank you for the support. Some of you have found a few bugs that I've
missed, so the following have now been fixed as of this update:

 Leaving Alzyra's room when ending the conversation prematurely during the special scene. The player sprite used to end
up being transparent afterwards. Should no longer be the case.

 Gwen special scene build up, stopping it prematurely should not cause the bug with the wrong sprite for the player
anymore.

 Gwen's dialogue image when you choose to deny to have breakfast at the start of day 4 used to linger on the screen
afterwards. Should be fixed now.

 Removed some of the unused files from the game folder, so it's a slightly smaller size now.

As always, let us know in the discussion topics if you have any questions or things to say about the game.. Snares of Ruin Zero
is now out!:
Hi everyone!

Just a quick announcement that Snares of Ruin Zero, a prequel to this game, has now come out. I hope you'll enjoy it.

Snares of Ruin Zero store page:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/970090/Snares_of_Ruin_Zero/

As always, feel free to ask any questions on the discussion forums. Stay tuned for updates relating to Snares of Ruin 2 in the
near future.

Thanks for the support!. Update on Snares of Ruin 2 progress:
Hello detectives!

So, just a little update regarding the progress of Snares of Ruin 2. It's still going fine, although a little slower than I was hoping
for due to other life commitments. So, for now, I'm aiming to have it released sometime in summer, most likely sometime after
the usual summer sale period.

I might post another gameplay video or possibly a couple of screenshots sometime in the near future, so keep an eye out for that.
I hope it will live up to everyone's expectations.

Thank you all for the support!. Snares of Ruin 2 first sneak peek!:
Happy New Year, everyone!

I thought it would be great to start this year with a little sneak peek of Snares of Ruin 2. This is a short video sample showcasing
a bit from the first investigation. One of the things I've added to this game that my previous games didn't have are animated
character busts. So now, whenever the characters talk, their mouths move and they'll blink at times too. I am hoping this can
bring a bit more life to the characters during the scenes.

Thank you for support and be on a lookout for further updates.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDabzrbUwkA. A Small Update (v 1.01):
Hi guys.

First of all, thank you all so much for the support, for trying out the game, and for leaving comments and feedback. It's really
appreciated.

I've made a small update to the game, fixing a few minor bugs and adding a handful of things to the game. All the changes are in
the bullet list below.

 Extended the dialogue with Medina on the morning of day 10.

 Added more to the ending scenes, now with a little more clarification of repercussions of the chosen ending.

 Fixed interactable panel in the final mission that was bugged when going with the decaffeinated method.

 Fixed caffeinated dialogue line appearing even when decaffeinated on the very first investigation.

 Fixed Sancras Park ladder not being interactable when decaf.

 Fixed a couple of small passability errors.

Also, I know a few of you have had troubles launching the game. If you do, please let us know in the discussion topic. It's
possible to launch the game in a browser if the launcher is not working via the 'index' file among game's folders (Firefox works
perfectly, Chrome can block it unless some settings are changed). But we're looking to get to the bottom of the problem
regardless.. Snares of Ruin sequel and prequel.:
Hello everyone!

I hope you've been enjoying Snares of Ruin, Pegasus-5, and my other games. I thought I'd make this announcement to shed light
on what's coming up in the near future for Astronomic Games.

So, as some of you might know already, Snares of Ruin 2 is in development. I got some very useful feedback from players of
Snares of Ruin 1 and Pegasus-5, and I'm keeping many of these suggestions in mind for Snares of Ruin 2. I hope to make it
even better than the first, but at the same time, all the things people loved in the first game will be in it too. So - relationships
with the ladies, choices & consequences, mysteries to uncover and crimes to solve, a free roam kind of feel around the town
hub, the attributes, and of course I'll be saving up some budget on the CGs of special scenes with the ladies.

Because of the scope, I am taking it slow with Snares of Ruin 2 and gradually funding the different custom assets that will be
used in it. So, since there are still some assets that need to be made for SoR 2, there's not much main development I can do on it
at the moment, so in a meantime I've decided to work on a shorter project in the Snares of Ruin universe - a prequel to be
precise, called Snares of Ruin Zero. This prequel will take place during the two weeks that lead up to the beginning of the events
in Snares of Ruin 1 and the story narrative point of view will be alternating between 3 of the ladies from the first game -
Miroslava, Medina, and Alzyra.

Snares of Ruin Zero will be a shorter project (perhaps about a couple of hours long) and I am aiming to release it before the end
of the year. It's already been in development for a good month or so. It will reuse most of the graphic assets from Snares of Ruin
1, as I am mainly trying to spend the budget on Snares of Ruin 2 assets.

Thanks for reading to the end and for the constant support! It's highly appreciated!
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. Snares of Ruin Zero store page is live!:
Hi everyone.

So, the prequel to Snares of Ruin, called Snares of Ruin Zero, now has its Steam store page live. The game is planned for release
on 6th of December this year if all goes well, but you can already see the trailer, screenshots, description, and to add it to your
wishlist.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/970090/Snares_of_Ruin_Zero/?beta=1

Snares of Ruin Zero is a shorter game than Snares of Ruin and serves as a prequel that shows more of the backstory and how all
the events in Snares of Ruin began.

Snares of Ruin 2 (which will be a sequel) is still in development. Some of its graphical assets have already been completed by
my artist, so I can begin to make some good progress on its development pretty soon.

Thanks for the support!
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